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What’s it about?
Theo and Audrey discover their new home is full of wonders. But one door
leaves them in a strange and empty land from which they must embark on a
desperate journey back—a journey that will not only reveal their deepest
fears, but take them beyond their wildest dreams.
The Big House is a roller-coaster ride of spills, thrills, and runaway trains. It’s
a story that will leave children of all ages marveling at the wonder of life and
the adventure of living loved.
Who’s it for?
The Big House is for children of all ages, but was written especially for middle-grade readers (ages 7-12
years). Category: Junior Fiction.
What are Amazon readers saying?
•

“I gave this story exactly 17 stars (but Amazon limited me to five).” ~ Joe Miller

•

“A superb children’s adventure!” ~Bob Jerniganon

•

“As a homeschooling mom of three adventurous boys, I have learned to recognize a hit story
by their response of laughter and desire for more. And so it was with The Big House. My
children didn’t want me to put it down and cried for more at the end. Without a doubt, I will
be recommending this book to many families. Paul Ellis is a life changer!” ~ Annalee Reyes

•

“An incredible children’s book! But as a young adult I also thoroughly enjoyed it.” ~ Rachel

•

“Satisfies on many levels and has the potential to become a classic.” ~Smartgran

Who wrote it?
“Hi, my name is Paul Ellis and I’m the author of The Big House. I live in
Auckland, New Zealand, and I am the father of four children. I wrote this
story for them and read it while we were on a family holiday last summer.
Since then, children all over the world have followed Theo and Audrey into
the Big House and have experienced the wonders inside. I hope you will join
them, but be warned, the Big House may be bigger than you think!”
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